
Preparation

• Sprinkle a little flour in your outdoor area, which leads to a fairy door & model fairy in a 
tree. Leave the note by the fairy., rolled up and tied with a ribbon Set out the materials 
needed for the modelling task.


Session Outline

• Discover the magic fairy dust (flour) and search for clues of fairies. Find the fairy door, fairy 

and note. 

• Explain that the fairies of their outdoor learning area would like some friends to play with 

when they visit at night. Therefore the children need to make a fairy friend face to press on to 
a tree.


• Look in hand-held mirrors & discuss our facial features including similarities and differences 
explaining that we are all unique and we are all special. Children to think about facial shapes 
and features they would like to use for their fairy friend face. Look carefully at and discuss 
the shapes, positioning and proportioning of their features on their face. 


• Talk about manipulating clay or soil with their hands, tools and a little water, and using natural 
materials to create their own design. Explain that their choices are all correct and special 
however different they are. (No-one is wrong or fails.) Children to choose a tree at forest 
School to attach their friendly face to, with help from adults.


Differentiation: HA- Name and describe their facial features in detail.

LA- Help with prompts for facial features.

Extension: Can the children explain their own and others’ faces using descriptive vocabulary?


Lesson Objectives

Children will be able to name some facial features & know that everyone is unique. They 
are able to use clay/ natural materials to create a model of a face.

Resources

Flour, fairy door, model fairy, letter (scroll down), small mirrors, clay (or soil), clay tools such 
as cutters & mark making implements, natural materials, little pots of water.

Key Vocabulary

imagine, pretend, make believe, facial features, shape, size, proportion, unique, differences.

Risk Assessments Generic Site RA; Playing in Soil RA. 

Top Tips

Try to use air drying non-polymer clay as it is not harmful to the environment. To ensure 
natural materials/ clay sticks at the joins, mark a criss-cross pattern at the join, and twist 

objects when pushing together.

EYFS Links


C&L: uses language to 
imagine & recreate roles

PSED: Confident to try new 
activities

PD: handles tools & 
malleable materials safely 
& with increasing control

M: Uses mathematical 
language to describe 
shapes

L: Gives meanings to marks

UW: Understand similarities 
& differences between 
themselves and others

EA&D: manipulates 
materials to achieve a 
planned effect  

Learning 
Outcomes


LA - Children can 
manipulate clay/ 

natural materials to 
create a face with 
notable features.


MA - Children can use 
clay/ natural materials 
to create a face and 
explain its features.


 

HA - Children can use 
clay/ natural materials 

to form a creative 
representation of a 

face, explaining their 
features, techniques 

and design.
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Dear Children, 

We, The Outdoor Fairies, like to play in your outdoor area 
at night time. 
Sometimes we get a little bit lonely and so wondered if you could 
help us?
Can you make us some friends from natural materials and 
place them on the trees?
At night, when we come to play, we will sprinkle our fairy dust 
and they will come alive and play with us.

Thank you so much for your help. We look forward to meeting 
our new friends soon.

Lots of love from,

The Outdoor Fairies
xxx
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